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As common holographic techniques become popularized, ordinary security 
holograms have gradually lost the effectiveness of their anti-counterfeit function 
and been replaced by encrypted holographic labels. The goal of the encryption is 
to prevent the holographic labels being imitated by counterfeiters, thus enthancing 
the anti-counterfeit power of the labels. 
Hologram encryption means to insert codes into certain parts or whole area 
of the holographic labels. Some spectral transformation and optical phenomena 
are adopted as the physics models for the codes and displayed on the holograms as 
optical patterns[1]. This is ‘visible encryption’. Nevertheless, ‘concealed 
encryption’ needs a decoder to reveal the embedded code in a hologram[2]. The 
difference between the two kinds of the encryptions is that concealed encryption 
has invisible codes. Observers usually will not find anything special in the 
holograms with concealed codes. However as long as they possess the decoders, 
which are designed and produced on the basis of the physics model related to the 
codes, concealed patterns will be revealed. Therefore, ‘concealed encryption’is 
much more effective in distinguishing genuine products from frauds and 
preventing pirating than any other anti-counterfeit methods. Moreover, ‘concealed 
encryption’ has simple code recording process and no optical setup or expensive 
equipment is needed in decoding process. These advantages make it easy to 
examine codes anywhere, thus a number of checkpoints can be set up in different 
places. 
The thesis is mainly focused on the principle and techniques of the 















power of the holograms. Two novel techniques are proposed, and their 
feasibilities are verified both by theory and experiment. 
The first technique is ‘Moire figure amplifying technique’. According to 
Moire theory, when two sets of periodic patterns with similar spatial frequencies 
overlap, an amplified patternwill be formed with the varying overlapping angle. 
The application of Moire phenomenon in security hologram was firstly proposed 
by Liu and Zhang[3,4]and have acquired many achievements. Based on the 
principle, the thesis makes a breakthrough in obtaining amplified figures using 
two periodic patterns with dots and figures respectively. 
The second technique is ‘Fourier transform from the spectrum of pixel 
holograms’. According to Fourier transform theory, the Fourier transform of two 
multiplied functions equals to the convolution of the Fourier transform of each 
function. The result of the inverse Fourier transform is the product of the two 
functions identical to the original functions. So we use a pixel hologram and a 
phase modulation plate as two functions, and use a 4f system to generate optical 
Fourier transform and inverse Fourier transform, to obtain a new holographic 
image[5]. 
Users are satisfied with the embossed holographic labels fabricated using the 
above techniques. 
The last chapter of the thesis points out that it is technically long-term work 
in anti-counterfeit field besides the administrative provision. As the force of evil 
always tries to beat the force of law, the confront will exist all the time, therefore 
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第一章 全像防伪技术的历史背景   
 
第一章  全像防伪技术的历史背景 
第一代激光防伪技术是激光模压全像图像防伪标识。 
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